June

From the Principal’s Desk:
It is hard to believe that almost a whole school year has gone by and we are entering our final
month of school. This school year has brought many changes and challenges. I am so proud of all
our students for their flexibility and resiliency they have shown in adapting to the new routines
and expectations. I would like to sincerely thank all of our parents and families for your patience
and kindness as we weaved our way through these unknown and unpredictable times during the
last 9 months. I am certainly hoping that the upcoming school year will look a little different and
that things can slowly start to return to “normal”.
There are no final exams for the high school, and students will be assigned alternative final
assignments. The last day of school for the grade 11/12 students is June 18 and for the grade 9 and
10 students it is June 22. While plans are not yet finalized for a graduation ceremony, the current
date set for grad is Saturday, June 22. Due to provincial restrictions the graduation ceremony will
be modified and will not be open to the public. We hope to be able to take a video of the grad so
that it can be shared with our school and community.
The final day of school for students in Kindergarten to Grade 8 will be June 29, 2021. Report cards
will be sent home with students on June 29. The annual awards presentations will be postponed
until the fall, where we are hopeful that families may be able to attend.
Ms. Emberly

The Maverick Way

Classroom News:
Happy June, from the kindergarten classroom!

This month we will continue developing our skills in printing, phonics, and guided
reading. We have also begun an exciting new unit about nursery rhymes! In addition,
students are participating in our Home Reading program, and they are practicing
Sight Words and The Alphabet Jive at home. We have recently completed the Jump
Math program. We will now begin reviewing the many math concepts learned this
year. In Science we will finish our study of Paper, exploring characteristics of paper
that make it useful for various purposes. In Health we will continue learning about the
benefits of physical activity and sports, and we will explore dental health.
Our last day of classes is scheduled for Tuesday, June 29th.
Have a wonderful summer!
Mrs. Billett and the kindergarten class

The Maverick Way

Grade 1
Hello!
Wow! Only a month of school left before
summer break! The grade 1 class is very busy
finishing up the last of our work before the
end of the year. In science, we are working
on the “characteristics of living things” unit.
We are discovering the many different
forms life takes and the similarities and
differences among living things. We are
raising butterflies in our classroom and
studying their life cycle. We are observing
and recording the stages the caterpillars go
through to become a butterfly. We can’t
wait to release our butterflies in a couple of
E
weeks. In math, we are problem solving and
practicing our mental math strategies daily.
Students are continuing to read and review
reading strategies in literature groups and
write and edit their work in their Journals.
The grade one class would like to wish all
fathers a Happy Father’s Day!
Have a fantastic summer break

Mrs. Lussier & the grade 1 class

Grade 2
Greetings Everyone!
Summer vacation is just around the corner.
The kids are getting very excited!
-In E. L. A. we are finishing up our spelling
units. Students will continue to work on
their phonics and reading during literature
groups. We will also be working on
paragraphs about our favourite type of ice
cream.
-In math, we just finished addition and
subtraction with regrouping and
borrowing. Next, we will be studying
increasing patterns and 3-D figures. We will
also continue to practice our mental math
strategies.
-In science, we are almost done our unit on
Motion. We are working on a design
project where the students are trying to
build a car from recyclable materials where
the wheels or axle turn.
-In social studies, we are finishing our unit
on Canada. Each student is starting to
make a brochure on a different province or
territory.
Have a Great Summer!
Mrs. Nadeau & the Grade 2 class.

The Maverick Way

Grade 3&4
May has flown by! Despite the week and a half
that was under remote learning, the Grade 3/4
class did a substantial amount of work. In Math,
dealing with money was one of the focus
areas. We also worked on translation, reflection,
and rotation of geometric shapes.
ELA was comprised of Novel Studies using that
timeless classic, Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory. Students were also kept engaged with
Spelling, Reading Groups. and Skill Development.
Science involved the study of magnets. In Social
Studies, we focused on Ancient Egypt. Students
designed heads of rulers in their
likeness. Timelines were created in both
classrooms.
The beginning of June sees the return of Mr.
Taylor from his paternity leave. The past two
months have raced by. It was an enjoyable two
months for Mr. Shewchuk. He would like to thank
the administration, teaches, custodial staff, and
the support staff for their hard work and
dedication during this time. Stay safe in these
challenging times.
Mr. Shewchuk & the Grade 3/4 Class

The Maverick Way

Happy New Month!
In 7/8 science we are headed quickly
towards the finish line. After our unexpected
time of at home learning our structures and
forces unit came to an abrupt end, but the
students did an excellent job applying their
knowledge in the design and (partial)
construction of their own treehouses! I was
amazed by the creativity and skill that came
out as they worked on their designs. Since
then we have been learning about
ecosystems, and how every living and
nonliving thing has an important role to playfrom apex predators to micro-organisms.
After our unit test, we will be researching
examples of what it looks like to protect
important parts of the ecosystems we are a
part of so life can flourish all around us.
Ms. Plett

Grade 5/6

Contact Me

A Note From The Teacher
I cannot believe that we are
nearing the end of the school year!
I have to commend the students for
their ability to adapt to the ever
changing year that we have
navigated. Through it all they have
continued with a positive attitude
and advanced in their academic
studies. I look forward to working
alongside next year’s grade 6 class
and welcoming the new grade 5’s
into our classroom!
~ Mrs. Duchart

Reminders
~ Watch for June home
reading logs that will be
coming home this week.
Please remember to return
May reading logs as soon as
possible.

Please contact me at the school
with any questions.
204-835-2083

educhart@trsd.ca

What We Are Learning

At Home

ELA ~ We are finishing the One & Only
Ivan. The students are excited to see
how the novel will end! We will also be
finishing our spelling and grammar
programs this month.
Math ~ The Grade 6 students have
been working on various kinds of
graphs and will be spending a lot of
June reviewing key concepts that we
have learned this year.
Social Studies ~ We finished our unit on
Diversity of Living Things in Science and
are now continuing studying the
history of Canada from post WWII
to present day in Social Studies.

Please look through
your books at home
and return all of the
classroom and
school library books.

Upcoming Events
June 29th ~ Last Day of Classes

Intelligence plus character – that is the true goal of education. - Martin Luther King, Jr.

Mrs. Sellman

Grade
7&8
What
we are
doing

Birthdays!
Brody Fayant –
June 14,

P.E: We are doing track and field
related things.
S.S: We are doing a Culture
Research Project.
GR.8 math: Decimals, Fractions,
and Percent's
GR.7 math: The Grade 7s are
learning about Circles
SCIENCE: We are learning about
ecosystems
ELA: Making Children's books and
book report

Upcoming
events

Track and Field!

Shop: Grade 8s are still working
on shelves.
Home EC: They are making little
pencil cases and they are
working on a party planning
project.
Art: they are
drawing self
portraits

By:
Hailey

Band: We are
playing guitar and
learning new
songs.

Mr. Billett’s May Report
Alpine Echo Report

Visual Samples

Important Dates

The high school students
are working hard getting
their schoolwork done,
completing assignments
through the last two
months of the school year.
Students have been
completing various
assignments in Math 8,
Family Studies 10F, Canada
in the Contemporary World
10F, and ELA 30S & ELA 40S
this month.

There were numerous excellent Goal
Setting Lapbooks created in grade Family
Studies 10S. Samples of some of the
students’ work is below.

Subject to change due to unforeseen
circumstances)

The grade eight math
students have just
completed a unit on volume
and now are working to
understand percent. The
grade nine students have
recently done lessons on
financial literacy and family
relationships in Family 10S.
Grade nine and ten students
have been learning about
how the Canadian
government works in
Canada in the
Contemporary World 10F.
Lastly, the grade eleven
students are reading the
novel Flowers for Algernon
while the grade twelve
students are reading In the
Heat of the Night in ELA 30S
and ELA 40S.
With all that being said, I
would like to thank all of
the students in their hard
work this semester as we
prepare the end of this
school year in June.
Mr. Billett

February 4 – June 12 – Weekly Genius
Hour journal entries
February – June – In class reading/
discussion/synopsis of reading
response.
May 24 – Victoria day
May 26 - Group discussion 2 about the
novel 2.
June 8 - In class reading response
assignment for novel 2.
June 15 - Genius Hour final paper and
presentation.
June 18 – Last day of classes grades 11
& 12.
June 22 – Last day of classes grades 9
& 10.
June 29 – Last day of classes K – 8.

Mrs. Lockhart’s

Gr 9 Math

The classroom is a bit chaotic this
week as we wrap up our unit on
symmetry and surface area. Students
are finishing up multiple projects that
demonstrate their learning on line
symmetry and rotational symmetry
as well as surface area.

Gr 10 Applied Math

Course selections are now available
and students are encouraged to take
them home for parent consent and
return them to the office as soon as
possible.
We have started the graphing section
of the course. Students will explore
how graphs of systems of linear
equations can be used to solve real
world problems.

We are also busy reviewing for the 4th
mRLC quiz and the final assessment.

We have also started to explore how
the Desmos website can be used to
verify solutions and explore scenarios
and manipulate variables to see the
impact they have.

Biology 30

Chemistry 40

We are about half way through unit
5. We had a chance to explore the
immune and lymphatic systems and
now we are learning about the
nervous system.
In a couple of weeks, we will be doing
our fetal pig dissection; something
that many students have been
waiting for since we started the
course in February.

Career Counselling

The unit on acids and bases is
wrapping up this week with a
titration lab that has students
determining the percent of ASA in an
aspirin tablet. Following the unit test,
we will start into our final unit which
is atomic structure. We reflect back
on what we already know about
atomic structure and create a more
in-depth understanding.

Students wishing to explore
independent study options are
encouraged to speak to Ms. Emberly
or me as soon as possible so that
courses can be arranged and
prepared for the 2021 – 2022 school
year.
Students are encouraged to ask
questions in person, or via
email or MS Teams,
if they would like to
discuss career
plans or
awards.

If you have any questions or
concerns about your child’s
grades or have any questions
about credits and post-secondary
options please email me at
jlockhart@trsd.ca.

McCreary School
Physical Education and Athletics
The Final Stretch
As we move into the final month of this unprecedented school year we will be
working to finish up with as many outdoor activities as possible. Between archery,
track & field, soccer, ultimate frisbee, baseball, and fitness testing, we can only hope
the weather cooperates for June! I would like to send thanks to all of our students
for doing their best to stay engaged and active in our school and community despite
the lack of sports and extra-curricular activities that always make the school year a
blast. Let’s all keep our fingers crossed that we can get back to athletics in 20212022.

Jerseys
Any students that are looking to order
jerseys for next year should be sure to
return their intent forms as soon as
possible to ensure we can get our order
in with plenty of time. I would strongly
encourage any students that plan to play
team sports in grades 9-12 to order a
jersey, though we are generally able to
provide jerseys to those that are unable
to do so.
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